
Student Assessment Report Grade earned for this assignment --> D -
For: CTV Evening News Report re: Bill 10

Who: Parents for Choice in Education Rally in Calgary and Edmonton

Date: Saturday, May 14, 2016

Location: Calgary, Alberta

What reporters Actual event: Suggestions for improvement in future news reports:

stated:
hundreds thousands Use visual cues, estimation skills, or check with organizers to find a

of parents of parents & children more accurate way of expressing numbers of people.

angry parents peaceful parents Note volume, body language, facial expressions and words used to

determine mood/tone.  With practice, you'll improve assessment.

holding a protest holding a rally This rally was kind-hearted & positive; protests are typically negative.

issue: GSA's and issue: gov't of AB Reporting on the wrong issue merits a failing grade.  This is the most

bathroom access stripping parents of important task in preparing a report.  Very little was mentioned about

their constitutional GSA's and bathroom access.  The topic concerning parents in AB is 

rights, schools withholding gov't legislation attempting to remove Constitutionally protected

vital information about parental rights.  Families raise children, not governments.  Misreporting

children to their parents a topic could be detrimental and should be avoided.

Other notes: ensure when you are covering a controversial topic that you give equal amounts of time to all sides

of the issue.  I couldn't help notice that you gave half as much coverage time to the parents' groups as you did to the

side typically favoured by the media.  Watch for bias in the words you use; remember that impartiality is your goal.

If you would like to redo this assignment to improve your grade, you may do so within the week.  I want you to

master this task and be successful in your chosen career path.  Keep trying! I believe in you!

Your loving teacher, Mrs. Barrett


